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[5 7] ABSTRACT 

A device for electrically modifying a musical tone by 
frequency modulation to provide effects such as the vi 
brato effect and the Leslie e?'ect on the musical tone 
signal. The device employs a shift register through 
which electrical representations of the magnitude of an 
input signal are periodically sampled, stored, and 
shifted progressively through a shift register from the 
input to the output of the device which delays the sig 
nal. The trigger pulses which time the sampling and 
shifting functions of the device are frequency modu 
lated to vary the time delay imposed, thus effecting a 
frequency modulation of the delayed input tone at the 
output of the device. In one embodiment, a digital shift 
register is employed which stores a digital representa 
tion of the magnitude of the signal and is connected be 
tween an analog-to-digital convertor at the input of the 
device and a digital-to-analog converter at the output 
of the device. Alternatively, a bucketvbrigade type ana 
log shift register is employed which directly stores dis 
crete analog representations of sampled input values 
and shifts them progressively toward the output. Plural 
channel devices are provided wherein the time delays 
are modified differently so that when the outputs of the 
channel are combined, an enhanced effect is provided. 
In a two channel device, opposite phase relationships 
of the modulated trigger pulse signals provide a more 
realistic vibrato effect. 

11 Claims, 5 Drawing Figures, 
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1 
ELECTRONIC MUSICAL TONE MODIFIER FOR 

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS .' 

The present invention relates to electronic devices 
for use with electronic musical instruments and like 
audio devices. More particularly, the present invention 
relates to devices for modifying musical tones by, for 
example, super-imposing low-frequency modulation 
thereon to- produce, for example, vibrato-like effects. 
The present invention is most useful'in creating‘ musi 

cal‘ effects which take the form of sub-audible fre 
quency modulation of audio-frequency signals. Exam; 
ples of such effects are the vibrato‘ effect and the 
chorus or Leslie effect. In the vibrato effect‘, an audio 
frequency tone is frequency modulated‘ at usually 
somewhere between 3 to 12' cycles per second, nor 
mally approximately 6‘or 7 cycles per second‘. The use 
of this effect in' connection‘ with electronic musical in 
strum'ents is for the purpose of simulating more realisti 
cally such modulation as it normally occurs'in'mechani 
cal musical instruments. A similar effect is the Leslie 
effect in which‘ such low frequency modulation‘: is im~ 
posed by utilization‘ of doppl'er principles usually ob 
tained by mechanical motion of the speakers or audio 
transducers. , 

It is a primary objective of the present invention to 
provide a device which will electronically generate ef 
fects of this type in audio frequency electrical signals 
representative of sound. ~ 

Most prior art devices which sought to electronically 
simulate these effects have provided simple modulators 
which operate directly to superimpose upon the audio 
frequency electrical signal a frequency modulation. 
According to the present invention, this effect is pro 
vided' through the‘ use of audio signal’ delay means in‘ 
which the delaytime is varied to provide'the frequency" 
modulation sought to be‘ imposed. 

Prior art devices have attempted to impose such ef 
fects by delay means. One such device is disclosed in 
Lubow U.S. Pat. No. 3,518,354. The device shown in 
this patent accepts an audio signal from a signal source‘ 
and records it upon a rotating storage drum. This signal 
is stored through a pair of diametrically opposed re 
cording heads. A pick-up head spaced intermediate the 
recording heads is provided to pick up the recorded sig 
nal for transmission to an audio output device. Rota 
tion of the drum at constant frequency will result in de 
layed version of the output of the input audio signal. 
The modulated effects are created by varying the speed 
of rotation of the drum to generate an apparent audio 
frequency shift in the output signal. Thus, it can be seen 
that this device employs a mechanical delay concept. 

It is a further objective of the ‘present invention to 
provide a device which will produce certain musical ef 
fects through the use of a signal delay which employs 
a shift register capable of delaying an electrical signal 
by way of step-by-step progression of discrete sampled 
values of an analog input wave form. The frequency 
modulation is imposed by variation of the sampling‘ and 
shifting rates of the register in causing the values to be 
shifted from the output of the register through a low 
pass ?lter to smooth the output and reproduce a de 
layed and modulated analog output signal. ' 
Discrete delay methods have not been employed'in 

musical tone modifying devices of this: type even 
though delay devices have generally been available. 
For example, a discrete analog delay'device is disclosed 
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2 
in McCoy US. Pat. No. 2,966,641. This device em 
ploys an electro-mechanical scanner‘ having a pair of 
ganged rotary switches, one of which controls a sam 
pling of an‘ input signal and the other of which controls 
the readout of the sampled signal. This device employs 
a plurality of storage capacitorsvwhich hold sampled ' 
analog signal representations of the signal. This device, 
however, operates at a constant frequency and pro 
vides‘ no modulation. 
Other devices have been proposed for synthesizing ‘ 

musical signals from discrete stored values of musical 
wave forms. One such‘ device is‘ disclosed in‘ Dutsch 
US. Pat. No. 3,515,792. In this device, different wave 
forms are stored indifferent digital storage registers 
and are read out at a selected rate to produce a given 
musical‘ tone. 
The device of the present invention is provided with 

an input for receiving analog electrical signals and an 
output for generating the delayed modulated form of 
the analog signal. The delay in modulation is achieved 
by providing a shift register connected between the in 
puts and outputs which operates under the control of 
a‘ clock. Pulses output from the clock cause the register 
to‘ sample an instantaneous value of theanalog signal 
at‘ the input and to progressively shift the value along 
the register toward the output. A modulator is provided 
for varying the clock output "frequency arid, therefore, 
to cause the shifting and sampling to be varied in accor 
dance with the modulation from the modulator. The 
invention also provides, in a further embodiment, the 
provision‘of two shift registers which operate under the 
control of differentclocks. The modulation is such that 
the pulse frequencies of the clocks will be varied differ- 
ently so as to‘ generate two signals from the input signal 
which are then combined at an output to produce an 
enhanced effect. ’ " 

The device of the present invention is presented in 
two speci?c forms. The first form'incorporates the use 
of a digital shift register. This shift register has at its‘ 
input an analog-to-digital convertor which transposes 
the sampled analog input signal to a discrete digital rep 
resentation of the magnitude of the sampled signal. At 
the output of the shift register is provided a digital-to 
analog convertor which retransforms the delayed digi 
tal representation into an analog value which is 
smoothed in an output filter and delivered at the analog 
output. 
A further embodiment of the invention, and that 

which is preferred, incorporates an analog shift register 
which directly stores a discrete representation of a sam 
pled analog value of the magnitude of the input signal 
and shifts it toward ‘the output at which it is smoothed 
in a ?lter and delivered to the output as a delayed and 

- modulated analog signal. The modulation is provided 
by varying the frequency of a clock supplying trigger 
pulses to‘the shift register. Further, the present inven 
tion further provides a reverberation effect device hav 
ing serially connected shift registers and embodying'the 
principles set forth above. - 

Shift registers of the digital type have long been 
known and are conventional, and accordingly, need not 
be'described in‘ further detail. Shift registers of the ana- , 
log type are also presently conventional but have only 
until recently been employed to a great'extent. These 
registers are typically referred to as ‘the bucket-brigade 
type and are described in the IEEE Journal of Solid 
State Circuits, June 1969,’ in an article by F. L. J. Sang 
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ster and K. Teer entitled, “Bucket-Brigade Electronics 
-— New‘ Possibilities for Delay, Time-Axis Conversion, 
and Scanning.” These devices are also disclosed in the 
digest technical papers of the 1970 IEEE, International 
Solid-State Circuits Conference, page 74, in an article 
by F. L. .I. Sangster, entitled “Integrated MOS and Bi 
polar Analog Delay Lines Using Bucket-Brigade Ca 
pacitor Storage.” 
These and other objectives and advantages of the 

present invention will be more readily apparent from 
the following detailed description of the drawings illus~ 
trating electronic devices for modifying musical tones 
and embodying principles of the present invention. 
' FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a single channel 
device embodying principles of the present invention. 
FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating a two channel 

device embodying principles of the present invention. 
FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram of the single channel 

device of FIG. 1 employing a digital shift register. 
FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram of the two channel de 

vice of FIG. 2 wherein the shift registers are analog 
type shift registers. . 
FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram of a reverberation ef 

fect device embodying principles of the present inven 
tion. 

Referring to FIG. 1, a single channel musical tone 
modifying device 10 is illustrated in block diagram 
form. This device includes an input terminal 21 which 
receives an analog audio frequency electrical signal. 
The input terminal 21 is connected to the input of an 
ampli?er 22 which may be provided to increase the sig 
nal‘strength and to operate as a ?lter to limit the band 
vwidth of the input signal. The output of theampli?er 22 
is connected to the input storage element of a shift reg 
ister 23. This shiftregister 23 operates as a delay device 
for the signal passing therethrough. It includes a plural 
ity of consecutively connected storage elements, each 
capable of storing an electrical representation of the 
magnitude of the analog signal from the input 21 at 
some speci?c instant in time. The shift register operates 
under the control of a trigger pulse on line 24 which is 
connected to the output of a clock circuit 25. The 
clock circuit 25 operates to generate a series of peri 
odic pulses on the line 24 at some predetermined fre 
quency. These pulses control the shifting of the values 
through the register 23. Also, in response to the pulses 
on line 24, a sampling of the analog signal from the am 
plifier 22 is timed and the sampled value is stored in the 
?rst storage element of the shift register 23. This value 
will progress, with each subsequent pulse from the line 
24, through the consecutive storage elements of the 
shift register 23 toward the last storage element of the 
shift register 23. The value arriving at the last storage 
element of the shift register 23 is communicated along 
an output line 31 through a ?lter 32. The ?lter 32 oper 
ates to smooth the discrete values which are succes 
sively shifted to the last storage element and to thereby 
generate a smooth analog signal of audio frequency ‘at 
an output terminal 33 to which the ?lter 32 is con 
nected. The signal at the output 33, when the fre 
quency of the clock 25 is operated at a constant, will 
be delayed analog representation of the signal at the 
input 21. 
The device 10 is further provided with a modulator 

36 which is operable to generate a low frequency mod 
ulating signal to the input 37 of the clock 25. This fre 
quency is normally, for purposes in which the invention 
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4 
is primarily used, maintained in the range of sub 
audible frequencies of approximately 3 to 12 cycles per 
second. This signal operates to frequency modulate the 
clock 25 so as to vary the frequency of the pulses on 
line 24 and thus vary the shifting rate and the sampling 
rate of the shift register 23. This causes a periodic ex 
pansion and compression of the wave passing through 
the shift register 23 and results in frequency modula 
tion of the delayed signal at the output 33. 

Referring now to FIG. 2, a two channel device 40 
similar to that of FIG. 1 is illustrated in block diagram 
form. This device includes an input 41 for receiving the 
analog audio signal which is connected to the input of 
a band-limiting pre-ampli?er 42. The output of the am 
pli?er 42 is connected to the inputs of respective shift 
registers 43-1 and 43-2 which partially de?ne the two 
channels of the device. Each shift register 43 operates 
under the control of pulses supplied on clock input 
lines on 44-1 and 44-2 respectively from a respective 
one of a pair of clocks 45-1 and 45-2. Each of the shift 
registers 43-1 and 43-2 operates in the same manner as 
the shift register 23 of FIG. 1., except that theclocks 
45-1 and 45-2 are made to operate differently. It is not 
necessary that the clocks 45-1 and 45-2 operate at the 
same predetermined frequency. However,v in the pre 
ferred embodiment this frequency is selected to be the 
same, or approximately the same, for each clock. In 
this embodiment, however, it is desired that the modu 
lation‘ of the predetermined frequency be different for 
each of the channels. In the preferred form this modu 
lation is identical in frequency and deviation but differs 
only in sign; To achieve this, a single modulator 56 is 
provided which has its outputs connected to the respec 
tive clocks 45-1 and 45-2. The output to the clock 45-2 
is inverted in sign by passage through an inverting am 
pli?er 58. In this manner, the modulated signal is emit 
ted from each of the channels on respective lines 51-1 
and 51-2 in such a manner that the deviation of the 
modulation is in the opposite direction with respect to 
the respective predetermined frequencies of the clocks. 
These modulated signals are passed from lines 51-1 and 
51-2 through a ?lter mixer 52 which blends the two sig 
nals on the lines 51-1 and 51-2 to produce an effect 
which has more desirable audio properties than does 
the signal from the signal channel device of FIG. 1. The 
output of the ?lter mixer 52 is communicated to the an 
alog output 53 of the device 40. . - 
Considering the circuitry. of the elements ‘set forth i ' 

FIGS. 1 and 2 .in greater detail, reference is made to 
FIGS. 3 and 4 which illustrate various forms in which 
the present invention may be embodied. The diagram 
of FIG. 3 illustrates the use of a digital" shift register 
provided with analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog 
convertors and embodied in a single channel circuit 10 
such as that of FIG. 1. FIG. 4 on the other hand dis- “ 
closes analog shift registers embodied in the two chan 
nel version of the device 40 shown in FIG; 2. ‘It will be 
understood, however, that either the digital or analog 
shift register versions may be employed in either the 
single or double channel devices in FIGS. 1 and 2. The 
analog shift register, however, is preferred for both ap 
plications in that it is far simpler and much more eco 
nomical than the digital version. . 

7 Referring now ‘to the digital shift register version of 
the single channel device in FIG. 3, the input 21 is illus 
trated connected to the input of the preampli?er 22 
which is illustrated as composed of a low pass ?lter 61 
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and an ampli?er 62. The output of the ampli?er 62 is 
connected to the input 63 of the shift register 23D 
which is the digital version of the shift register 23 of 
FIG. 1. The output 31 of the shift register 23D is con 
nected through the ?lter 32 to the analog output 33. 
The modulator 36 is illustrated having its output con 
nected to the input 37 of the clock circuit 25. The out 
put of the clock 25 is communicated along the trigger 
pulse line 24 to the trigger input 64 of the shift register 
23D. ' 

The shift register 23D includes a sample and hold cir 
cuit 71 having an input connected to the input 63 of the 
shift register 23D and an output connected to the input 
of an. analog-to-digital converter 72. The sample and 
hold circuit 71, may, e.g., be a circuit device in accor 
dance with the principles of model SHM-l manufac 
tured by Varodyne, lnc., Canton, Massachusetts or 
model NHO023/NH0023C manufactured by National 
Semiconductor Corp., Santa Clara, California. The 
analog-to-digital convertor has a plurality of binary 
outputs 73 which are connected to storage circuits 74. 
The circuits 74 include ?ip-?ops, one corresponding to 
each of the outputs 73 for storing binary bit informa 
tion. These ?ip-?ops are by choice packaged inv quad 
latch integrated circuits’ but may be of any other form. 
The outputs of the ?ip-?ops’ circuits 74v are connected 
through a hexinverter circuit 75 to respective‘ ?rst bit 
positions of conventional 128- bit binary shift registers 
76. The output or last bit positions of the shift registers 
76 are connected through hexinverter ampli?er circuits 
77 to the digital inputs of a. digital-to-analog converter 
78. The hex'inverter circuits 75 and 77 may, e.g., be a 
circuit device in accordance with the principles of cir 
cuit types SN5404 or SN‘7404 manufactured by Texas 
Instruments, lnc., Dallas, Texas. The output of the digi-v 
tal-to-analog converter‘ 78, which carries. the analogy 
output signal, is connected to the output 31 of the'shift 
register 23D. , ‘ ' 

The clock input 64, which receivesthe clock pulses 
from the pulse line 24. is connected to the clock control 
input 81 of the analog-to-digital convertor circuit 72. 
The pulses communicated to thisv input 81 cause the 
circuit 72 to perform an‘analog-to-digital conversion 
transforming the sampled analog value stored in the 
sample and hold circuit 71 into binary. digital form .on 
the lines 73. When this conversion is complete, an end 
of-conversion signal is generated on an outputcontrol 
line 82 of the analog-to-digital convertor 72 to time the 
sample and holdcircuit 71 to sample the next value of 
the signal from the output of the ampli?er 62. The sigw . 
nal on line 82'also energizes a pulse forming one-shot 
multivibrator 83 which generates a transfer pulse on‘ a‘ 
line 84 to cause a shifting ‘of. the converted value from 
line 63 as stored in the ?ip-?op circuit 74 to the ?rst 
bit position of the shift register 76, and to cause a pro-_ 
gressive shifting of each of the electrical representa- ' 
tions stored within the storageelements of theishift reg 
ister 76 to the next successive element alongv the. shift 
register 76 toward, the output side of the register‘ 23D.. 
The values entering thelast storage element of'the shift 
register 76 are converted from digital to analog form by 
the digital-to-analogconvertor 78. These values as they 
appear on line 31» are smoothed by the low‘pass?lter 
32 to present theanalog signal at the output 33. 
The modulator 36 includes a low frequency oscillator 

circuit 91 which generates a lowfrequency sine wave 
in the frequency range of‘from ‘3 to 12 cycles ‘per sec-_ 
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ond. The frequency of oscillation of the oscillator 91 is 
controlled by a potentiometer 92 in the circuit 91. The 
frequency deviation of the modulator 36 is controlled 
by the setting of a potentiometer 94. 

I The clock 25 includes an FET input stage 93 con- - 
nected between the modulator output 37 and a uni 
junction transistor oscillator stage 95 which produces ' 
a series of pulses at a predetermined given frequency 
determined by the setting of a potentiometer 96 in the 
UJT circuit 95. The circuit 95 operates to generate a 
periodic series of pulses at a frequency of roughly 22 
kilohertz. These pulses are fed through a buffer ampli 

. fier stage 98 to the input of a one-shot multivibrator 97. ' ' 
The multivibrator 97 shapes the pulses and feeds them 
to the output pulse line 24. The frequency of the pulses 
on the output line 24 will be at the predetermined given 
frequency as set upon the potentiometer 96 with fre 
quency and deviation of modulation as determined by 
the settings of the potentiometers 92 and 94 respec 
tively of the modulator circuit 36. 

In operation, the clock 25 will operate at a predeter 
mined frequency to produce a periodic series of pulses 
on line 24. These pulses will be frequency modulated 
in accordance with the setting of the modulator'36 and 
will; proceed to the input 64 of the shift register 23D. 
Analog audio signals in electrical form communicated 
from, thedevice input 21‘ to the shift register input 63 
will be continuously presented for sampling at the sam 
ple and hold circuit 71. As each pulse enters the input 
64 of the shift register 230, a conversion is made from‘ 
the analog signal previously held in the sample and hold 
circuit 71‘ which is, upon completion of the conversion, 
caused to shift to the ?rst storage element position of 
the shift register 76 in response to a trigger pulse initi 
ated. by the' end of conversion signalv from line 82 
through the one-shot multivibrator 83 to the line 84 
which is connected to the trigger inputs of the ?ip-?op 
storage circuits 74 and shift'register 76. Simultaneous 
with the shifting of the stored digital values through the 
register, the signal from line 82 causes the next value 
to be sampled from the analog signal at the input 63. 
As each pulse enters the input 64, the next conversion 
and sampling and shifting will occur. As the signal 
emerges from the last storage element of the shift regis 
ter 76, it is converted back to analog form by the con 
verter ‘78', whereby a delayed analog signal is repro 
duced at the ‘output 83. > 

If the clock frequency on the line 64 is constant, the - 
electrical representations of the stored values which 
emerge from the shift register 76 and are converted 
again to analog. form will emerge from the shift register 
76- at the same rate at which they are stored and sam 
pled. Under this condition, the only difference between 
the output‘ signal on terminal 33 and the input signal at 
terminal 21 will be that the output signal is delayed by 
a time interval which is dependent upon the'length' or 
number of storage elements of the shift register 76 and» 
the‘frequency of the pulses on line 24. But where the 
clock’ frequency is varied under control of the modula 
tor 36, the electrical representations which are emerg 
ing from the shift register 76, will be at a rate different. 

"from that at which theywere sampled and stored. This . 
differencerisv due to the fact that the sampling fre 
quency has changed over the delay interval at which it 
takes for the stored values to proceed throughthe shift 
register 76. Thus, the analog signal which is fonned at 
the output will be either expanded or compressed on a 
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time basis in relation to the wave form of that signal at 
the time at which it was sampled and stored, thus re 
sulting in an apparant frequency shift in the output sig 
nal. 
Referring now to FIG. 4, a two channel device 40 is 

illustrated which employs analog shift registers. The de 
vice 40 includes the analog audio signal input 41 con 
nected through the ampli?er circuit 42 to the input 
101-1 and 101-2 of the respective shift registers 43A-1 
and 43A-2. The outputs 51-1 and 51-2 of the respective 
shift registers are connected through the ?lter mixer 
circuit 52 to the analog output 53. I 
The modulator 56 has its output connected through 

lines 109-1 and 109-2 to the input of the clocks 45-1 
and 45-2 respectively. The output of the clock 45-1 is 
connected through the trigger line 44-1 to the input 
110-1 of shift register 43A-1 while the output of clock 
45-2 is connected through trigger line 44-2 to the input 
110-2 of the shift register 43A-2. 
The modulator 56 includes a phase shift oscillator 

circuit 121 which provides the low frequency sine wave 
modulating signal. The frequency of this signal is deter 
mined by the setting of a potentiometer 124. The mod 
ulating signal deviation is controlled by a potentiom 
eter 125 in the modulator output. 
The clock circuit 45-1 includes an FET input stage 

127 connected between the input 109-1 and a unijunc 
tion oscillator stage 128. The frequency of oscillation 
of the clock is determined by the setting of a potenti 
ometer 129 in the oscillator stage. The oscillator stage 
128 produces a series of pulses establishing the prede 
terminedclock frequency. As will be explained below, 
the frequency of the clocks used in the analog shift reg 
ister version will be twice that of the clock in the digital 
shift register version of FIG. 3 in the particular circuits 
illustrated. The output of the oscillator stage 128 is 
connected through a buffer and driver stage 131 to the 
output line 44-1. I 

Similarly, the clock 45-2 includes an FET input stage 
141 and is provided with a potentiometer 142 to set the 
modulator signal voltage so that each clock will deviate 
the same amount in opposite phases, or alternatively to 
allow for the different setting of the inputs bias of the 
two clocks. The output of the FET input and inverter 
stage 141, which performs the function of the inverter 
58 in the block diagram of FIG. 2, is connected through 
an ampli?er circuit 144. This reverses the plurality of 
the modulation applied to clock 45-2 with respect to 
that applied to clock 45-1 so that its frequency deviates 
in the opposite direction from that of clcok 45-1. The 
clock 45-2 is also provided with a unijunction stage 146 
which establishes the predetermined frequency of the 
clock 45-2 in accordance with the setting of a potenti 
ometer 147. The output of the clock oscillator stage 
146 is connected through a buffer and driver stage 149 
to pulse output line 44-2. . 
Each of the pulse output lines 44-1 and, 44-2 con 

nects through the respective inputs 110-1 and 1104 to 
the trigger input of JK ?ip-flops 151-1 and 151-2 re 
spectively. The complementary outputs of the ?ip-?ops 
151 are connected through driver circuits 153-1 and 
153-2 respectively to the trigger inputs 155-1 and 
155-2 of analog shift register circuits 161-1 and 161-2 
respectively. The driver circuit 153-1 and 153-2 may, 
e.g. be a circuit device in accordance with the princi 
ples of circuit type MH0026/MH0026C manufactured, 
by National Semiconductor Corp., Santa Clara, Cali 
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fomia The shift registers 161 and 512 bit analog shift 
registers of the commercially available type manufac 
tured by Amperex. The outputs of the shift registers 
161-1 and 161-2 are AC coupled through circuits 
164-1 and 164-2‘respectively to the shift register out 
puts 51-1 and 51-2, respectively. The inputs 101-1 and 
101-2 of the shift registers 43A-1 and 43A-2 are biased 
by a biasing circuit 169 to some DC level. The input 
signals from the inputs 101 are AC coupled through ca 
pacitors 171-1 and 171-2 respectively to the inputs of 
shift registers 161-1 and 161-2. 
‘The operation of the two channel circuit of FIG. 4 is 

similar to that of the single channel circuit in the FIG. 
3 embodiment. Each of the clocks 45-1 and 45-2 pro 
duce periodic series of pulses on the lines 44-1 and 
44-2 to the shift register clock inputs 110-1 and 110-2, 
respectively. The ?ip-?ops 151-1 and 151-2 ‘at the shift 
register clock inputs divide the frequency of the incom 
ing pulses in half, thus requiring that the normal prede 
termined frequency setting of the clocks 45 be twice 
that of the setting of the clock 25 in the circuit of FIG. 
3. The shift registers 161 operate, upon the occurrence 
of each pulse from line 44 through terminal 110, to 
cause a progressive shift of the stored analog electrical 
representation of the incoming wave form from the 
input storage element of the shift register toward the 
output storage element of the shift register and to si 
multaneously cause a next value output from the ampli 
?er 42 to be sampled and stored at the input storage el 
ement of the shift registers 161. When the clock fre 
quencies are constant and equal, the outputs of the 
lines 51 will be identical and their values will be 
summed and smoothed at the amplifier stage 52 and 
passed to the analog output 53. These outputs will be 
delayed'representations of the input signal which has 
been fed into and passed through each of the shift regis 
ters 43 and delayed by some time interval determined 
by the frequencies of the clocks 45 and the length of 
the shift registers 161. 

Single channel operation is usually employed for vi 
brato effects while two channel operation provides the 
chorus of Leslie effect. The switch 199 is provided to 
select either one or two channel operation. ‘ 
As the modulating signal from modulator 56 is im 

posed on each of the clocks 45, the pulse trains on lines 
44 will be frequency modulated and, for the same rea 
sons discussed in connection with the circuit of FIG. 3, 
this frequency modulation will result in a time varying 
delayed imposed on the signals passing through the 
shift registers 161. Because of the presence of the in 
verter stage 141 in the clock 45-2, a positive frequency 
deviation in the pulse train on line 44-1 will correspond 
to a negative frequency deviation pulse train on line 
44-2. This will cause a decrease in the delay imposed 
by shift register 161-1 and an increase in the delay im 
posed by shift register 161-2 resulting in a time expan 
sion of the signal on line 51-1v in relation to the input 
signal and a time compression of the signalon line 51-2 
in relation to-the input signal. These will appear as cor 
responding frequency modulations of opposite devia 
tions in the outputs from the two shift registers and 
when combined, will provide an effect at the output 53 
of an enhanced chorus or Leslie sound. The settings of 
the two clocks .45 may be varied in different manners 
to create differing effects at the output 53, and further 
more, separate modulators may be used to differently 
modulate the clocks in a variety of ways. 
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in H0. 5, an echo and reverberation effect circuit is 
shown embodying the present invention. Here,the ana 
log input 201 connects through the amplifier through 
the shift register circuit 203. The shift register 203v in 
cludes a plurality of n shift registers,’ either analog or‘ 
digital, 203-1, . . . , 203-n, all controlled by a common 
trigger line 204 from the modulator 205 controlled 
clock 206. The outputs of each shift register 203-1, . . 
. , 203-n are selectively connectable individually or col 

lectively through switches 208-1, . . . , 208-n. Each of 
these outputs carries a respective signal of increased 
delay over the last so that the summed‘ result through 
the‘ low pass ampli?er 209' produces a reverberation ef 
fect in the signal at the output 210. Short time delays 
produce a reverberation ‘effect which can be selected 
through the switches 208 nearest the input, longer time 
delays result in an echo effect selectable through the 
switches 208 nearest the output. Plural‘ connection by 
switches 208 results in an enhanced effect of the musi 
cal tone. Potentiometer 211 controlls the decay time of 
the effect and, thus the amount of reverberation and 
the number of times that the echo will repeat. 
_ From the foregoing detailed description of the pre 
ferred embodimentsof the present invention, it will be 
apparent that what is provided is a solid state device for 
imposing certain types of effects resembling the Leslie 
effect, the vibrato effect, and a reverberation effect on 
electrical signals representative of musical tones. The‘ 
devices are suitable for being connected in series with 
the output stages of electronic musical instruments to 
which it is desired to provide such. effects. The speci?c 
circuits disclosed provide shift registers forstoring dis 
crete representations of the sampled‘ magnitudes ‘of 
input wave forms and operate to impose varying delays 
by controlling the shift rate of the signals passing 
through the shift registers. These effects are provided’ 
in a superior manner than by devices of the prior art. 
Both one and two channel‘ forms are provided but‘itwill 
be apparent that these may be combined in any number 
of channels to provide different effects. Also, both digi 
tal and analog shift register forms are disclosed in ac 
cordance with the present invention. 
What is claimed is: - . 

1. An electronic device for modifying a musical tone 
comprising: 
an input for receiving an audio frequency analog 

electrical signal; 
an output; ‘ 

a shift register connected betweensaid input and-said 
output; ‘ 

said shift register having a plurality of sequentially 
connected storage elements, each capable of stor 
ing a discrete electrical representation of the am 
plitude of an electrical signal, said plurality of stor 
age elements including a ?rst storage element, _a 
last storage element, and a plurality of intermediate 
storage elements; 4 

a clock for generating a periodic series of pulses at a, 
given frequency, said clock beingconnected to said 
shift register; . . , 

said ?rst storage elementhaving connected therewith 
a circuit operable to sample and-store the ampli 
tude of said audio frequency electrical signal in re 
sponse to said pulsesfrom said clock; \ 

said shift register being operative to sequentially shift 
stored electrical representations from each» storage 
element to the next consecutive storage element 
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10 
from said ?rst toward said last storage elements in 

a response to said pulses from said clock; 
a ?lter connected between said last storage element 
and said output for generating‘ a smooth analog sig 
nal from electrical representations sequentially 
shifted to said last storage'element, ' 

whereby a delayed electrical analog representation of 
said analog input signal is produced at said‘ output; 
and 

a modulator for varying said‘ given frequency of said 
clock; I , 

whereby a delayed frequency modulated electrical 
analog re‘presentationiof said- analog input signal is' 
produced at said output. 

2. A device according to claim 1 further comprising: 
a second shift register having a plurality of sequen 

, tially connected storage elements each capable of 
‘ storing a discrete electrical representation of the 
amplitude of an electrical signal, said plurality of 
storage elements including a ?rst storage element, 
a last storageelement, and a plurality of intermedi 
ate storage elements; 

a second clock for generating a periodic series of 
pulses at a: given frequency, said second clock 
being connectedv to said second shift register; 

said ?rst storage element of said second shift register 
being operative to sample and store the amplitude 
of said‘. audio frequency electrical signal in response 
to said» pulses from said second clock; 

said second shift register being operative to sequen 
tially shift stored electrical representations from 
eachstorage element thereof to the next consecu 
tive ‘storage element thereof from said?rst to said 
laststorage elements thereof in response to said 
pulses from said second clock; . a 

said last storage element of said second shift register 
being connected through said ?lter‘to said output; 
and . , 

saidr?lter being operable to mix the output of said 
second shift register with the output from said ?rst 
recited shift register, and to thereby generate a 
smoothed electrical signal from the combined elec 
trical representations sequentially shifted to the 
last storage elements of said shift registers; 

whereby plural combined delay electrical analog rep 
resentations of said analog input‘signal are pro 
duced at said output. 

3. A device according to ‘claim 2 further comprising: 
means for modulating the given frequency of said 
second clock differently from the given frequency 
of said ?rst clock. 

4. A device according to claim 3 wherein: 
said modulating means‘are operative to modulate the 
given frequency of said second clock in opposite 

I relation to the modulation of said ?rst clock. 
5. A device according‘ to claim 2 further comprising: 
an inverter connected between said modulator and 

said second clock for varying said given frequency 
, of said second clock. ' ' 

6, A'device according to 
register comprises: ' '. 
a multi-bitdigitalshift register; a 

an analog-to-digital convertor connected between 
said input and the ?rst storage element of‘ said shift 
register; and ’ 

claim 1 whereinsaid shift 
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a digital-to-analog convertor connected between said 

last storage element of said shift register and said 
?lter. 

7. A device according to claim 6 wherein said sample 
and store circuit includes a sample and hold circuit 5 
connected between said input and said analog-to 
digital converter. 

8. A device according to claim 1 wherein said shift 
- register comprises: 

an analog shift register having storage elements each 10 
capable of storing an analog representation of an 
electrical signal. 

9. A device according to claim 1 ,further comprising: 
a second shift register having a plurality of sequen 

tially connected storage elements each capable of 15 
storing a discrete electrical representation of the 
amplitude of electrical signal, said plurality of stor 
age elements including a ?rst storage element, a 
last storage element, and a plurality of intermediate 
storage elements; 20 

said ?rst storage element of said second shift register 
being operative to receive and store the amplitude 
of the stored electrical representation from the last 
storage element of said ?rst recited shift register in 
response to said pulses from said clock; ' 25 

said second shift register being operative to sequen 
tially shift stored electrical representations from 
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each storage element thereofto the next consecu 
tive storage element thereof from said ?rst to said 
last storage elements thereof in response to said 
pulses from said clock; _ ' 

said last storage element of said second shift register 
being connected through said ?lter to said output; 

said filter being operable to mix the output of said 
second shift register with the output from said ?rst 
recited shift register, and to thereby generate a 
smoothed electrical signal from the combined elec 
trical representations sequentially shifted to the 
last storage elements of said shift registers; 

whereby plural combined and differently delayed 
electrical analog representations of said analog 
input signal are produced at said output. 

10. A device according to claim 9 further comprising: 
switch means connected in series with each of the in 

puts of said ?lter to selectively apply said differ 
ently delayed outputs to said ?lter. 

l l. A device according to claim 1 further comprising: 
circuit means for combining the signal from the input 
of said shift register with the output from said shift 
register to produce a combined signal from differ 
ently delayed signals whereby an echo or reverber 
ation effect is produced. 
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